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  Camping Grounds Phoebe S.K. Young,2021-04-01 An
exploration of the hidden history of camping in American life that
connects a familiar recreational pastime to camps for functional
needs and political purposes. Camping appears to be a simple
proposition, a time-honored way of getting away from it all. Pack
up the car and hit the road in search of a shady spot in the great
outdoors. For a modest fee, reserve the basic infrastructure--a
picnic table, a parking spot, and a place to build a fire. Pitch the
tent and unroll the sleeping bags. Sit under the stars with friends
or family and roast some marshmallows. This book reveals that,
for all its appeal, the simplicity of camping is deceptive, its history
and meanings far from obvious. Why do some Americans find
pleasure in sleeping outside, particularly when so many others,
past and present, have had to do so for reasons other than
recreation? Never only a vacation choice, camping has been
something people do out of dire necessity and as a tactic of
political protest. Yet the dominant interpretation of camping as a
modern recreational ideal has obscured the connections to these
other roles. A closer look at the history of camping since the Civil
War reveals a deeper significance of this American tradition and
its links to core beliefs about nature and national belonging.
Camping Grounds rediscovers unexpected and interwoven
histories of sleeping outside. It uses extensive research to trace
surprising links between veterans, tramps, John Muir, African
American freedpeople, Indian communities, and early leisure
campers in the nineteenth century; tin-can tourists, federal
campground designers, Depression-era transients, family
campers, backpacking enthusiasts, and political activists in the
twentieth century; and the crisis of the unsheltered and the tent-
based Occupy Movement in the twenty-first. These entwined
stories show how Americans camp to claim a place in the
American republic and why the outdoors is critical to how we
relate to nature, the nation, and each other.
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  Camping guide ,
  Camping and Woodcraft Horace Kephart,1916
  Camp Andrew Bolton,Karen Van Godtsenhoven,Amanda
Garfinkel,Fabio Cleto,2019-05-06 Indeed, the essence of Camp is
its love of the unnatural: of artifice and exaggeration. —Susan
Sontag, 1964 Although an elusive concept, camp can be found in
most forms of artistic expression, revealing itself to be a complex
aesthetic that challenges the status quo. As an expression of the
playful dynamics between high art and popular culture, fashion
both embraces and flaunts such camp modes as irony, humor,
parody, pastiche, artifice, theatricality, and exaggeration.
Drawing from Susan Sontag’s seminal 1964 essay Notes on
'Camp', this multifaceted publication presents the sartorial
manifestations of the camp sensibility while contributing new
theoretical and conceptual insights to the camp canon through
texts and images. Stunning new photography by Johnny Dufort
highlights works by exceptional fashion designers including Thom
Browne, John Galliano, Jean Paul Gaultier, Marc Jacobs, Karl
Lagerfeld, Alessandro Michele, Franco Moschino, Yves Saint
Laurent, Jeremy Scott, Anna Sui, Gianni Versace, and Vivienne
Westwood.
  Camping for Kids Melanie A. Howard,2012-07 Explores the
popular activity of camping, including tips, techniques,
conservation, and specific gear needed--Provided by publisher.
  Camping's Top Secrets Cliff Jacobson,2013-03-26
Camping’s Top Secrets goes beyond the scope of traditional
camping books, revealing hundreds of field-tested tips to enhance
your next outdoor adventure. With clear descriptions organized
alphabetically for quick reference, this guide by veteran camping
consultant Cliff Jacobson divulges the best-kept secrets of the
experts. Get insider tips on: forecasting the weather rigging a
canoe or boat treating drinking water using tents and other types
of shelters dealing with animal and insect encounters cooking and
cookware treating common ailments using maps and GPS units
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camping with kids choosing camping clothes, boots, sleeping
bags, and gear and much more!
  When the Son of Man Didn't Come Christopher M.
Hays,2016-06-01 The delay of the Parousia—the second coming of
Christ—has vexed Christians since the final decades of the first
century. This volume offers a critical, constructive, and
interdisciplinary solution to that dilemma. The argument is
grounded in Christian tradition while remaining fully engaged
with the critical insights and methodological approaches of
twenty-first-century scholars. The authors argue that the deferral
of Christ’s prophesied return follows logically from the
conditional nature of ancient predictive prophecy: Jesus has not
come again because God’s people have not yet responded
sufficiently to Christ’s call for holy and godly action. God, in
patient mercy, remains committed to cooperating with humans to
bring about the consummation of history with Jesus’ return.
Collaboratively written by an interdisciplinary and ecumenical
team of scholars, the argument draws on expertise in biblical
studies, systematics, and historical theology to fuse critical
biblical exegesis with a powerful theological paradigm that
generates an apophatic and constructive Christian eschatology.
The authors, however, have done more than tackle a daunting
theological problem: as the group traverses issues from higher
criticism through doctrine and into liturgy and ethics, they
present an innovative approach for how to do Christian theology
in the twenty-first-century academy.
  The Routledge Handbook of Second Home Tourism and
Mobilities C. Michael Hall,Dieter Müller,2018-04-17 Second
homes have become an increasingly important component of both
tourism and housing studies. They can directly and indirectly
contribute a significant number of domestic and international
visitors to destinations and may be part of longer-term
retirement, lifestyle and amenity migration that can have
significant economic and social effects on communities and
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destination development. This volume offers an overview of
different disciplinary and methodological approaches to second
homes while simultaneously providing a broad geographical
reach. Divided into four parts exploring governance,
development, community and mobile second homes, the book
provides a contemporary account of the major issues in an area of
growing international interest. This timely handbook covers a
wide range of dimensions – from planning to the role of second
homes in development and the management of their impact. The
international and cross-disciplinary nature of the contributions
will be of interest to numerous academic fields in the social
sciences, as well as urban and regional planners.
  2013 HCPCS Level II Standard Edition - E-Book Carol J.
Buck,2013-08-22 Elsevier and the American Medical Association
have partnered to co-publish this HCPCS Level II reference by
Carol J. Buck! Code more quickly, accurately, and efficiently, and
optimize reimbursement with 2013 HCPCS Level II, Standard
Edition. In an easy-to-use format, this practical reference
presents the latest Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System
(HCPCS) codes to help you comply with coding regulations and
confidently locate information on specific codes, manage supply
reimbursement, report patient data, and more. Keep current with
HCPCS codes with this essential medical billing reference from
coding expert Carol J. Buck! At-a-glance code listings highlight all
new, revised, reinstated, and deleted codes for 2013. UNIQUE!
Color-coded Table of Drugs makes it easier to find specific drug
information. Drug code annotations identify brand-name drugs as
well as drugs that appear on the National Drug Class (NDC)
directory and other Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
approved drugs. Distinctive symbols identify new, revised,
reinstated, and deleted codes. Codingupdates.com companion
website keeps you informed of changes to ICD codes, and
provides the opportunity to sign up for automatic e-mail
notifications. UPDATED codes help you maintain compliance with
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current Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS)
standards. UPDATED Internet Only Manual (IOM) on the
companion website ensures coding accuracy with essential
information on carrier-specific and Medicare-specific regulations.
  Amelia Bedelia Goes Camping Peggy Parish,2003-04-15
Camp Out Amelia Bedelia has never been camping in the great
outdoors before. She's trying her best to do exactly as she's told,
but pitching a tent is not the same as throwing it into the bushes,
and catching a fish with your bare hands isn't easy. As usual, the
mixed-up housekeeper makes this camping trip one hugely
entertaining adventure.
  Camping British Columbia and Yukon Jayne Seagrave,2014 In
this fully revised, expanded, and updated edition of her
bestselling camping guide, Jayne Seagrave lays the groundwork
for anyone planning to get out of the city and explore the best
that nature has to offer. Whether you're camping with kids,
travelling in an RV, or looking for a comfort upgrade, Camping in
British Columbia and the Yukon offers over 150 possibilities for
campers of every age and experience level. Learn which
campgrounds have interpretive programs, playgrounds, and safe
swimming beaches; pick out parks with flush toilets, hot showers,
and nearby restaurants; or find out which campgrounds are RV
accessible. Like Jayne's classic Camping British Columbia, this
book lists the location, amenities, and recreational activities of
every national and provincial campground in BC-and in this new
edition she expands her listing to include the national and
territorial campgrounds of the Yukon! Campgrounds are listed
alphabetically with clear maps and directions.
  The Ultimate Hang Derek Hansen,2011-10-27 Hammock
camping--one of the most comfortable ways to enjoy a long-
distance thru-hike, a weekend backpacking trip, or just an
overnight in the woods. With more than 200 illustrations to guide
you, this book helps you get off the ground to discover the
freedom, comfort, and convenience of hammock camping. Learn
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how to set up and use a hammock to stay dry, warm, and bug free
in a Leave No Trace-friendly way. This book covers hammock
camping basics such as how to get a perfect hang and how to stay
dry, warm, and bug free. Plus, it illustrates techniques and tips to
get the most out of a hammock shelter, whether you have
purchased an all-in-one kit or you've assembled your own
customized system.
  Vancouver Was Awesome Lani Russwurm,2014-02-17
Produced in conjunction with the website Vancouver Is Awesome,
this book collects stories and photos about the people, places,
events, and phenomena that collectively have infused Vancouver
with a distinct flavor and flair and which laid the foundation for
the eclectic city that is consistently named one of the world's top
tourist destinations. From vaudeville to beatniks, Rudyard Kipling
to Hunter S. Thompson, violent squirrels to train-hopping dogs,
Vancouver Was Awesome is an entertaining, informative, and at
times jaw-dropping tour of one city's awesome past. Lani
Russwurm is an historian who runs the blog Past Tense
Vancouver.
  Basic Illustrated Winter Hiking and Camping Molly
Absolon,2012-10-02 Richly photographed and information-packed
tools for the novice or handy reference for the veteran, BASIC
ILLUSTRATED books distill years of knowledge into affordable
and visual guides. Whether you're planning a trip or thumbing for
facts in the field, the BASIC ILLUSTRATED series shows you what
you need to know. BASIC ILLUSTRATED Winter Hiking and
Camping Discover how to: Prepare for your trip Choose proper
equipment Select safe and warm clothing Make snow shelters and
set up tents on snow Cook delicious winter cuisine Stay safe in
the snowy backcountry Make a winter camping repair kit
  Camping by the Waterside Stephen Neale,2017-04-06 This
stylish and inspiring book contains all the information campers
need to make the most of the wonderful waterside locations
throughout the UK and Ireland. Covering all kinds of camping
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(caravan, campsite and wild), the book starts by showing how to
plan your trip, what gear to take and how to get stuck into all the
fantastic water-based activities on offer, such as sailing, kayaking,
angling, surfing and wild swimming. Tip boxes, top 10 features
and gorgeous photos combine to give readers all the knowledge
and inspiration they need to get out there, whether they're on
their own, part of a family or with a group of friends. The main
part of the guide is organised by region, but also searchable by
activity. Each region has an overview, and within it the best sites
to visit, with useful information (best times of year to go,
activities on offer, facilities, cost), advice on most attractive
pitches, contact details and photos. There is a huge variety of
sites here, all with something unique to offer, and helpful maps
plot each one clearly. With a Foreword by One Man and his
Campervan's Martin Dorey, this is the essential guidebook for all
campers, showing how it really is possible to pitch up in paradise.
This 2nd edition is thoroughly updated throughout, featuring new
campsites and photography.
  Moon Montana, Wyoming & Idaho Camping Becky
Lomax,2015-07-21 Outdoors writer-photographer Becky Lomax
uses her experience as a skier, hiker, kayaker, and bicycler to
capture the adventures of camping in Montana, Wyoming, and
Idaho. Lomax provides insight on the picturesque Glacier
National Park, the incredible wildlife of Northwest Montana, and
the high winds that characterize the Rocky Mountain Front. Moon
Montana, Wyoming, & Idaho Camping is packed with information
on national forests and parks, recreation areas, and backcountry
sites. Complete with details on what to pack, what to wear,
reservations and fees, and the best camping facilities, Moon
Montana, Wyoming, & Idaho Camping gives travelers the tools
they need to create a more personal and memorable camping
experience.
  Marginal Spaces and Cultures of Dissent in Socialist
Romania's Black Sea Ruxandra-Iuliana Canache,2023-09-05
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This book analyzes two Romanian villages – 2 Mai and Vama
Veche – as spaces of relative freedom during the last decades of
socialist rule. This microhistorical study refutes simplistic views
of the communist past which focus on political figures and events,
and instead explores ordinary people and everyday life. Taking a
multidisciplinary approach, it considers a broad range of sources,
including official Communist Party documents, secret police files,
personal memoirs, oral history interviews, ethnographic films,
songs, and artistic performances. This book intertwines three
narrative threads: that of the visitors (mainly members of the
Romanian intelligentsia, young people, and hippies); that of the
local inhabitants; and that of 'authority' (local and central state
agents actively engaged in surveillance and supervision). In doing
so, it interrogates the spectrum of consent/dissent and
resistance/collaboration hitherto neglected in scholarship.
  The Camping Caper Gail Herman,2006 Scooby and Shaggy
think the woods are haunted when the gang goes on a camping
trip.
  Becoming and Being a Camp Counsellor Mandi
Baker,2019-11-22 This book explores the complexities of the
recreational summer camp experience and its reliance on the
expertise and emotion work of young people. Drawing on post-
structural theory, Baker illustrates the discourses, power
relations and emotional demands that shape camp counsellor
employment experiences and well-being. Through analysis of
everyday experiences and interactions, Baker unpicks the power
nexus between counsellors, campers, peers and camp
management, offering a deeper understanding of camp counsellor
employment and the challenges for camp employees and
employers. As such, this book raises a call for camp researchers
and industry leaders to engage in rethinking how camp counsellor
roles are understood, shaped and embodied, and how they might
be ethically supported through reflexive management practices.
Becoming and Being a Camp Counsellor will be of interest to
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scholars and students across the fields of leisure, outdoor
recreation, youth studies, and sociology.
  The Keen Camper Camping with Kids Volume 2 G Edward
Riddle,2018-03-30 The Keen Camper(TM) Camping with Kids
series are the books for helping you have the absolute best time
camping with your family. The author shares his extensive
camping knowledge in a practical and easy how to guide for
maximizing your camping experience. In this Volume 2, topics
include: - Dutch Ovens - Survival Skills - Saving the Memories -
Dirt, Grunge, & Cleanliness - Staying Organized - Safety -
Camping with Babies & Toddlers - Schedules & Watches The self-
contained sections in each chapter allow you to get the
information you need when you need it. When heading out on a
weekend camping trip and needing to know the 1, 2, 3's of a
particular topic (such as Dutch Ovens), you can thumb directly to
the appropriate chapter and get the key information you need
right now. With pictures abundantly embedded throughout the
text, it is an enjoyable read and a delight to the senses that you
will not want to put down. As an added benefit the author has
offered his insights on how each of these camping areas has
applicability to your life back at home when you are back on the
grid. Nice enough to be left out on your coffee table, but practical
enough to be packed in your backpack, The Keen Camper(TM)
Camping with Kids series is an indispensable must have.
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